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s a publishing professional who has

worked passionately for more than twenty

years on behalf of women writers’ access to

the advantages of copyright, coming to

grips with Caren Irr ’s pirate-positive,

commons-embracing universe is a cautionary

thought-experiment. Pink Pirates prompts reflection,

though, as we all—like it or not—find ourselves on

the cusp of a revolution in what it means to possess

the rights to the fruits of our intellectual and

imaginative labors. The conventional publishing

industry, which has enabled so many creative

careers (as well as paid mortgages, grocery bills, and

school tuitions) is hurtling forward into an

unknown, digital, and intangible future—even

though we have not yet found substitutes for the

bricks and mortar of daily life, and even though

women have always had a precarious and tenuous

relationship to the statutes, understandings, habits,

and conventions known as copyright.

It was a law named after a woman, Irr reminds

us. The 1710 Statute of Anne, named for Britain’s

Queen Anne (and drafted in part by Jonathan

Swift), provided the basis for copyright as we know

it. Under Anne, the relation between author and

work was for the first time declared to be analogous

to property rights, giving rise to the notion of

literary property, whose title ultimately resides

with its creator. Through the eighteenth century, as

authors defeated the claims of booksellers, printers,

and stationers, they strengthened their bonds to the

tangible manifestations of their work and grew able

to exercise some control over the copying, buying,

and selling of it. In this way, middle-class writers

(rather than only those who had independent

incomes or the support of wealthy patrons) entered

the marketplace, opening a more democratic era of

authorship. The legal decisions and precedents

flowing from Anne over the past three hundred

years permeate our understanding of copyright; the

statute also lies at the heart of our durable but

imperfect “incentive” model: the guiding notion

that monetary reward provides a stimulus for

creative effort and innovation.

However, from the outset, women encountered

a snag: they were excluded from property

ownership. Instead, their rights and indeed their

names were subsumed under those of their fathers

and husbands, by the laws and practices known as

“coverture.” Thus women’s relationship to literary

“ownership,” from the moment it was conceived,

was ambiguous at best and by most definitions,

nonexistent. And if a woman writer was further

marginalized because of race, as was the fugitive

slave Harriet Jacobs, the situation was even more

confounding. Irr writes:

Because literary women were uncertain,

unstable owners, lacking clear title to their

textual homes, their works became

figuratively mobile with respect to property.

Rather than displaying the full-bodied

commitment to self-owning and original

authorship assumed by copyright doctrine,

women writers worked in a territory already

understood as piratical. …Creative women

stood in the shadowy antechamber of the law.

Imperfect as it was, though, copyright law was a

resource available for use by women who were

privileged, strategic, well-connected, or just lucky.

By the time Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s

Cabin became the bestselling American novel of the

nineteenth century, many had found ways to

navigate the system, assert their creative agency,

and achieve fame, success, and monetary

compensation for their art, even if they did have an

ambiguous relationship to literary ownership.

Stowe’s 1852 contract was, in fact, negotiated and

signed by her husband, Calvin E. Stowe, who made

a poor job of it. He ceded a good portion of his

wife’s royalties to her publisher, about which she

was righteously angry, as her correspondence

reveals. 

It is interesting to speculate on whether it was

women, in fact, who pioneered the third-party

negotiations beloved by artists and writers who

wish to distance themselves from the mundane

details of selling their work, yet still reap the

rewards. The strategies devised by the excluded

and marginalized that Irr terms “piratical”—

relying for example on the legal standing of male

relations or the influence of friends—in some ways

appear to be a useful approach generally to the

public marketplace. Irr salvages a fascinating bit of

history, demonstrating that women’s behavior

perpetuated the habits of coverture, even after it

had disappeared from the legal statutes. For

example, by the early twentieth century, the

publisher Houghton Mifflin (HM) had altered its

boilerplate contract to allow for female signatories

and pronouns—yet Irr finds 

[n]umerous … instances of women writers

appealing to norms of femininity to

counterbalance their assertion of professional

rights or responsibilities … in the HM

contract files. Describing their books as

children, deferentially making requests only

on the basis of a friend’s recommendation or

personal circumstances, only minimally

altering boilerplate contracts or other

agreements according to their own cir-

cumstances, and treating correspondence

with the publisher as a personal rather than

professional exchange—all of these habits

crop up repeatedly. 

Were these behaviors self-subordinating habits

too hard to break, like the deference of emancipated

slaves to their former masters? Or might they have

served these authors in other ways? The bifurcation

between the artist and the person of business is a

rift that has never been healed; indeed, it may

reveal a fundamental problem in the way

intellectual property has been conceived—along

propertarian, paternalistic lines and with an

entrenched male vocabulary that we still deploy

unconsciously in phrases such as “seminal work”

or “penetrating insight.” (The alternative college

Goddard-Cambridge held “ovulars” instead of

seminars in the late 1970s.)

She suggests that without the “symbiotic

connection between the women’s sports revolution

and the explosion of modern feminism in the 1970s,

it is quite likely that the story of Title IX would

have been far less dramatic.”

For advocates of women’s sports, this should

come as welcome news. The practice of pinning the

growth of the women’s sports movement entirely

on one law is not only inaccurate but also

politically risky. After all, critics of Title IX love to

claim that women aren’t truly interested in sports,

and that the law has artificially created and fueled

an enterprise that wouldn’t otherwise exist. How

much better and truer it is to see the UConn

women’s basketball team or a player like Kristine

Lilly not as the lucky beneficiaries of a single piece

of legislation but as part of a general forward

momentum, a drive that gained power from Billie

Jean King, from feminists, and from Title IX. Let’s

get the history right. 
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These days, it’s often women who are responsible

for administering the business side of copyright. Irr

sketches portraits of such figures as the often-female

literary agent and the pink-collar publishing

industry worker, from contract processor to editor.

However, publishing’s upper-level management and

corporate ownership still skew male.   

F
ollowing this historical discussion, Irr moves

into a consideration of the work of four

women fiction writers: Ursula LeGuin, Andrea

Barrett, Kathy Acker, and Leslie Marmon Silko. She

argues that each in her way provides a critique of

gender and intellectual property. (It is interesting to

note that these writers’ careers were all formed

before the pitched battles on piracy and intellectual

property commenced in the digital era). Embedded

in these chapters are discussions of several

contemporary copyright cases. Irr contrasts LeGuin’s

fictional depiction of a maternal commons—

anarchic, gift-oriented, and matriarchal—with the

lawsuit brought by the writer Rebecca Reyher

against Children’s Television Workshop, the creators

of Sesame Street, in which Reyher failed in her bid to

claim that Sesame Street writers had infringed a story

she had written, one that had been told to her by her

mother. In this much-studied case, the courts

ultimately considered both works in question to

have been sourced in the public domain, thus

finding for the defendant, CTW and Sesame Street.

This decision seems to confirm, both in Irr’s terms

and LeGuin’s in the 1970s, that “women are the

pirate inhabitants of an anarchic commons at the

margins of property.” 

Irr’s examination of Kathy Acker’s work opens

with a focus on obscenity and free speech, and within

it Irr reviews two 1979 cases, Dallas Cowboys

Cheerleaders, Inc. v. Pussycat Cinema, Ltd. and v.

Scoreboard posters, Inc. in which, she says, the plaintiffs

sought to “prevent association of the iconic

cheerleaders with the ‘wrong’ sort of sex—that is,

visible, nonprocreative, and barebreasted.” Both

Acker and the legal community shared the view that

First Amendment freedoms should trump pro-

prietary control over sexual expression, and Irr goes

on to examine Acker’s position on literary property

as the “terrain of death,” in her essays as well as in

her infamous novel, Pussy, King of the Pirates (1996).

While these juxtapositions offer interesting

fodder for consideration, the structure of Pink Pirates

at times is strained and overly complex, creating

something of a salad of fictional characters, widely

arcing themes, legal casework, and an obfuscating

language of literary theory that leaves the reader

groping for connections and precise arguments.  Irr’s

larger purpose, however, is to provide a wide-

spectrum feminist commentary on copyright that

“culminates in a vision of women’s creativity being

sustained by the commons”—that is, by the stuff of

our lives that cannot be possessed and sold:

The pink pirate, as the subject of the

commons … travels from world to world,

from containment to the open seas, from

historical document to utopia.… She seizes

materials and smuggles them away. She

quarrels, sometimes very unsystematically.

She exposes her hygienic and erotic flaws…

At sea in a fallen world, she is free to be a

remorseful, abject figure, broken by longing

and venturing into moments of ecstatic loss

of control.… What matters most for the tale of

the pink pirate is an affirmative relationship

to a common condition. She moves in a

conflicted terrain of property, sifting through

the layers of already owned or disowned

texts. Her story brings into view different

versions of the commons—from the gift,

nature, and the body to myth itself.

The passage is evocative and true—even though it

is clear that those bringing lawsuits did not have

similar poetic ends in mind, and even though the

most ecstatic of pirates still has material needs, as

we hear in Acker’s angry lament, 

Today a writer earns money or a living by

selling copyright, ownership to words. We all

do it, we writers, this scam, because we need

to earn money, only most don’t admit it’s a

scam. Nobody really owns anything.

Still, even if we accept the notion that creative

work takes its inspiration from the commons, the

dilemma remains: should we really advocate a

wholesale tearing down of copyright law itself? Irr

wants to suggest, I think, that it never really

belonged to women in the first place. It was a flawed

thing that we adapted as well as we could, all the

while pointing out its weaknesses and

insufficiencies. But how, then, can we channel

resources, both creative and material, so we can

spend more time writing and less of it in income-

generating pursuits? The utopian thinking to which

Pink Pirates refers needs to operate in a context of

other speculative areas—new currencies of

exchange, a re-evaluation of collaborative strategies,

the embrace of pragmatic needs as well as ideal

visions. (I have never quite resolved for myself the

contradiction that utopian thinking seems to

function best in comfortable armchairs, surrounded

by books, in front of a roaring fire, with perhaps, a

good bottle of port.) 

For me, two questions emerge from all of this: in

what way, on the one hand, does a legacy of

disenfranchisement still haunt women writers?

And, on the other, how has strategic “piracy”

worked in tandem with codified legal structures to

produce tools that we might now need?

The literary endeavor, and certainly that of the

traditional publishing business, has always

operated at the intersection between the material

and legal, and the world of resources not easily

quantified, monetized, or policed. Friendship and

affinities; dreams, conversations, unforeseen

connections, epiphanies, unexpected gifts, and

goodwill; the ineffable and the serendipitous—

these might all be called aspects of the commons;

they draw from what Irr calls the “piratical.” While

corporate entities want to replicate and sell product

to achieve a predictable profit level, they very often

fall back on the inspiration, passion, and

unregulated dedication of creators to make up

shortfalls on the bottom line. And, while the arid

terrain of boardroom creativity and administrative

rule is never quite sufficient to the task, it remains

that which is overtly valued and rewarded.  

We have idled at this intersection for some time,

living in the house of copyright in a certain way—

allowing the functions of the feminine and the

creative commons to be degraded and displaced, as

well as exploited and commodified. The new ideas

we now need to enter the cultural consciousness

(and conscience) must be disseminated more freely

and democratically. And, as long as we reside in the

material world, we need just practices that allow us

to negotiate on behalf of the tangible, the

increasingly intangible, and the evolving.  How will

we learn both to assess value and to allow the

energies that go to new creation and innovation to

be sustained? 

Pink Pirates covers important territory, in light of

the shifting domains of endeavor and influence

brought about by the digital revolution. How

creative material is formed and reproduced, and

how literary authorship is funded and maintained;

the ways in which new ideas enter the culture and

for whose benefit and reward; how rights are

divided up and defined—all of the structures of the

system are up for re-evaluation. Much of the old

scaffolding of authorship is fragmenting and falling

apart; it seems necessary to ask what legal and

creative structures women can develop, this time as

full, legally endowed participants (at least in much

of the western world), to foster the imagination and

innovation our global situation now requires.
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